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Several ways have been devised for small time retailers to establish retail presence in the market
centre. One of the best ways is RMU. It is also considered to be the easiest and the quickest. These
retail merchandising unit help in gaining confidence of the customers by giving them a sense of
stability and permanence. These units are also commonly Common Area Stores and Mall Carts and
do not take much time to get ready.

Another name of RMU is retail kiosks are of a special purpose as they are customized with various
accessories so that the small shop becomes a popular destination for shoppers and is also an
alternative for popular storefronts for small time retailers.

To make these kiosks appealing, accessories like Retail fixtures, shelves and visual merchandising
are added. They give the stores a new look and feel and attract more customer traffic. Usually
placed in areas where the number if regular shoppers and other food joints are high, these RMUs
have a 360 degree exposure. Another two places that are considered to be appropriate are in the
centre of a large space or along a wall. These kiosks are designed by trained in-house designers
and material expertise.

No matter what is a retailers requirement, these designers help create a well furnished set up,
regardless of the size, be it a big location with sophisticated demand or small with compact settings.
When dealing with small spaces, these designers make sure that an optimal use is made of the
vertical space present without increasing the distance of the products from the eye level of the
customers.

Adding to all this, RMUs increase impulse purchases as the customers can touch and feel the
products and not just look at them. They add a new dimension to a person is shopping experience.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a RMU, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to find
the a retail merchandising unit!
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